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CASSIDY BROS. FORGE, INC.
Cassidy Bros. Forge has been
designing, manufacturing and
restoring fine wrought ironwork
since it was established in
1965. Specializing in hand
forged fences and gates, we
fabricate traditional and
contemporary styles of ironwork
using the best of both modern
and centuries-old techniques
of fine craftsmanship. Our
gates and fences can be
found at numerous colleges,
corporations, embassies,
parks, government buildings,
cemeteries and private
residences throughout the
United States and abroad.

Forged iron gate, private residence. Designed by Design Associates, Inc., New
Haven, CT.

In addition to fabricating custom
designs, we have a product
line of standard fencing and
gates. Our collection of styles
responds to the demand for a
higher standard of quality in
readily available designs made
with solid pickets instead of
from tubes. Also, they are
welded instead of pop-riveted
and completed with finished
details of skilled craftsmanship
such as forged picket finials
and beautiful hand forged
scrolls.
Entry gate and fence. Designed by David Little.

The natural beauty of ironwork can complement any
architectural style while providing safety, security and
privacy. With today's finishes, such as COLORGALV®*, it is
virtually maintenance free. Stronger and more durable
than cast iron, tubular steel or aluminum, it is in some
applications practically indestructible.

"COLORGALV® is a Registered Process of Duncan Industries.
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A well designed piece
of ironwork becomes
exceptionally beautiful
when finely forged
details are integrated
into the design. Well
executed scrolls, collars
and finials, graceful in
appearance, can contribute to the strength
of the piece as well.
Wrought iron fence and gates, College of the Holy Cross,
Worcester, MA.

111
Vermont Federal Building,
Burlington, VT

CASSIDY BROS. FORGE, INC
Cassidy Brothers' wrought iron gates
are offered in many traditional styles.
A representative selection of models
are shown on the right. Additional
stvles are available in our Cataloaue
of Traditional Wrouaht Iron Fences and
Gates. Quality of design, materials
and craftsmanship are what make our
gates superior to the standards
available today. Pickets and frames
are made from solid material. All
scrollwork is hand forged by our
blacksmiths. When ordered for new
masonry columns, gates include a
steel superstructure to reinforce the
columns. This important component
includes pre-fit hinges as well as
optional gate operator hardware. This
key element provides an extremely
simple method for accurate and fast
gate erection. Our gate hinges are
an extremely heavy duty design using
1" x 3" thick material and a 1" diameter
stainless steel pintle sleeved with a
bronze bushing and bronze washer.
Gates are available for 12', 14', 16'
and 20' wide openings by 6' column
heights.

DOVER

GREENWICH

BRISTOL

BRADFORD
Forged iron gates, private residence
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SPECIFICATIONS

Pickets: Solid 5/8" or 3/4" square in either
forged from one piece or with cast iron finials.
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Rails: l"x 2"x 3/16" channels either straight
across of curved per
specified design.
Vertical Frames: From
solid 3/4" x 2" frame. Top
finials may be forged per
individual designs.
Hinge Posts: Also called
the superstructure, made
from 4-1/2" OD schedule
40 pipe with hinges welded
to pipe as one piece.
Optional gate operator
hardware may be
attached for hydraulic gate operators.
Hinges from 1" x 3" solid material with 1"
diameter stainless steel pintles sleeved with
bronze bushings and bronze washers.

KENSINGTON

Hardware: Basic hardware for gates without
gate operators includes a forged vertical
cane bolt from 5/8" solid round bar on
passive leaf and heavy padlock tabs
mounted on the inside. Any other locking
device can be custom ordered.
Scrolls: Hand forged with tapered ends from
1/4" up to 3/4" solid material. Decorative
collars are standard on many gate designs.

HAMPTON

NEWPORT

Finish: All material is steel grit blasted,
primed with two-part epoxy primer and finish
coated with two-part aliphatic polyurethane.
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Cassidy Brothers' wrought iron fences are
J\d in many traditional styles. Our most
>^1[V popular styles are shown on the right.
J^ Available heights are 3', 4', 5', 6', T, and 8'.
J) Additional styles are available in our
i
Catalogue of Traditional Wrought Iron Fences
and Gates. Quality of design, materials and
craftsmanship are what make our fences stand apart
from others. Several significant features which make our
fencing differ from most competitors should be noted:
Cassidy Bros. Forge

Others

solid material

hollow sheet metal

picket to rail
connection

factory welded panels

pop-riveted connections,
usually field assembled.

finials

forged picket finials

squashed tube shapes

pickets

ARLINGTON

COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS

HEREFORD

Pickets: Solid 5/8" square in either forged from one
piece or with cast iron finials. The top six models
shown are with pickets at 6" on center for privacy and
security applications. The lower two models are with
pickets at 4 1 /2" on center and comply with most
guardrail and swimming pool enclosure codes.
Rails: 3/4" x 1 1 /2" x 1 /8" channels by 77 5/8" in
length to accomodate posts at 6'8" on center. Post
spacing for raked fence panels must be measured
diagonally. Some designs use posts at 6'2" on center
when an odd number of pickets is needed for symmetry of alternating picket styles. Bottom two designs,
Montvale and Wellington, have posts at 6'6" on center.
Paste: 2" x 2" x 3/16" square tubes with standard cast
iron finials. Post lengths are provided in standard
fence heights with either 8" added for wall mounting
into cored holes or with 24" added for installation into
earth. For the latter, a 6-8" diameter hole by a minimum of 2'6" is recommended.
Scrolls: Hand forged with tapered ends from 1 /4"
x 1/2" solid material. Decorative collars add a
finishing touch when used with scrolls and are
available at an additional charge.
Finish: All material is steel grit blasted, primed
with two-part epoxy primer and finish coated with
two-part aliphatic polyurethane.
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GLOUCESTER

MONTVALE
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C-1

C-2

BERKELEY

C-4

Posf caps are available in four
classic styles.
C-1: Pyramid
C-2: Ball
C-3: Pineapple
C-4: Bullet

DARTMOUTH

NORTH HAMPTON

F-1

F-2

F-3

F-4

lF-5

F-6

F-7

F-8

WELLINGTON

Standard fencing can be
fabricated into the three
styles depicted on the left.
raked

Picket finials are available in five solid
steel patterns from plain to forged. Three
are available in cast iron as shown.
F-1: Square
F-5: Spade
F-6: Trident (cast)*
F-2: 45 Pyramid
F-7: Ball tip (cast)
F-3: Bullet
F-8: Flora (cast)*
F-4: Steep Pyramid
'Lawler Foundry Products

CASSIDY BROS. FORGE, INC
Cassidy Bros. Forge incorporates methods of
construction which exceed current standards of
quality. Moving parts for gate hinges and latches are
made of stainless steel and long wearing bronze
bushings. A steel superstructure with hinges and
optional gate operator brackets attached are included with all driveway entrance gates intended to have
masonry columns. We specify column foundation size
and depth to guaranty adequate gate support and
protection against frost. Wherever possible, all
ironwork is over-designed for each application to
ensure that it will maintain its original shape and
appearance for a lifetime. All ironwork is properly
prepared for finishing by steel-grit blasting in our gritblasting facility and painted with a two-part epoxy
rethane

paint. Both our grit-blasting facility and our modern
paint shop comply with current EPA, OSHA, and Clean
Air Act requirements. Exterior ironwork can be finished
with COLORGALV® to provide maximum rust protection.
In addition to manufacturing, Cassidy Brothers
will assist an architect or designer in planning and
estimating projects to be included in contract
specifications. We provide detailed AutoCad drawings
with any special instructions for installations. Using
current digital technology, we can provide scaled
color prints for presentations depicting our products or
custom designs into the images.
All items are carefully crated or containerized
for shipment anywhere in the United States or abroad.
We will take field measurements and supervise
installations upon requ

' reer aluminum rence.
EH Lilly, Indianapolis, IN
Other major works not shown in this brochure
may be seen at the following locations:
Epcot Center, Orlando, FL
Park Plaza Hotel, Boston, MA
New York City Police Headquarters, NY, NY
Taft School, Watertown, CT
U.S. Judiciary Office Building, Washington D.C.
Rite Carlton Hotel, Boston, MA
U.S. Trust Company, Boston, MA
State Street Bank, Boston, MA
Fort Christiansted, St. Croix, U.S.V.I.
Downtown Athletic Club, NY, NY
Andersen Air Force Base, Agana, Guam
Chandler Building, Atlanta, GA
USS Constitution, Boston, MA
Grand Central Station, NY, NY
U.S. Naval Observatory, Washington D.C.
U.S. Embassy, Singapore
Old North Church, Boston, MA
The Roxbury Latin School, West Roxbury, MA
Newark Museum of Art, Newark, NJ
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Cathedral, Washington, D.
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Cover: top - Entry gate, private residence;
bottom - Old State House, Hartford, CT
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